Archdale-Trinity Parents As Teachers coordinator Alex Chavez (left) takes learning on the road with books and activities for each of two, Micki Chapman, she didn’t get a chance to knock on the door. Chapman opened it and Kaydence, 3, and her sister Addalyn, 15 months, squared up to Chavez, who walked inside.

“What’s in there?” said Kaydence, indicating the large black canvas bag Chavez carried over her shoulder.

“There’s something in there for you but first I have to talk to your mom,” she said.

Chavez’ visit is part of Parents as Teachers, an innovative educational and family support program which offers regularly-scheduled personal visits by certified parent educators, group meetings with other parents, periodic screening of preschooler’s development and connections with providers of other services in the community.
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THE POSITIVES OF ‘PARENTS AS TEACHERS’
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TRINITY — When Alex Chavez arrived for a visit to the home of Micki Chapman, she didn’t get a chance to knock on the door. Chapman opened it and Kaydence, 3, and her sister Addalyn, 15 months, squared up to Chavez, who walked inside.

“What’s in there?” said Kaydence, indicating the large black canvas bag Chavez carried over her shoulder.

“There’s something in there for you but first I have to talk to your mom,” she said.

Chavez’ visit is part of Parents as Teachers, an innovative educational and family support program which offers regularly-scheduled personal visits by certified parent educators, group meetings with other parents, periodic screening of preschooler’s development and connections with providers of other services in the community.